ML193

GAS FURNACE

Economical, high-efficiency gas furnace

ENERGY SMART
With an energy rating of 93% AFUE*,
the ML193 keeps your home warm, cozy
and energy efficient.

93

INNOVATIONS

STAINLESS STEEL SECONDARY
HEAT EXCHANGER

Allows the furnace to reach high efficiency
levels by capturing additional heat.

SEALED BLOWER COMPARTMENT
Tightly sealed blower compartment
permits only 1% air leakage, maximizing
comfort and efficiency.

on gas goes toward
heating your home

DUAL-FUEL-CAPABLE

Can be combined with a Lennox® electric
heat pump for peak efficiency.

DURALOK PLUS™
HEAT EXCHANGER

Made of patented ArmorTuf ™
aluminum steel.

PEACE-OF-MIND PROTECTION

The ML193 comes with a 20-year limited warranty on the heat exchanger
and a 5-year limited warranty on remaining covered components.**

SURELIGHT® IGNITOR

*AFUE, or Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency, is a measure of how much usable heat is generated when natural gas is
burned in the unit. The higher the AFUE, the more heat you’ll get from your natural gas, and the less gas you’ll have
to use to stay warm.
**Covered components may be eligible to receive a 10-year limited warranty. Online equipment registration
at www.lennoxregistration.com is required within 60 days of installation (except in California and Quebec) or
Lennox’ base warranty will apply. Applies to residential applications only. See actual warranty certificate for details.
Note: Due to Lennox’ ongoing commitment to quality, specifications and ratings are subject to change without notice.

Silicon nitride construction for long
furnace life and reliable operation.

ROBUST BLOWER ASSEMBLY

Exceeds industry standard airflow for
even temperatures and improved comfort.

DURABLE STEEL CABINET
Made to last, with a resilient
and attractive finish.

MERIT® SERIES ML193 SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Heating Efficiency (AFUE)
Dimensions
HxWxD (in)

HxWxD (mm)

ML193UH045P24B
ML193UH045P36B
ML193UH070P24B
ML193UH070P36B

ML193UH090P36C
ML193UH090P48C
ML193UH110P48C
ML193UH110P60C

ML193UH135P60D

ML193DF045P36B
ML193DF070P36B

ML193DF090P48C
ML193DF110P60C

93%

93%

93%

93%

93%

33 x 17-1/2 x 28-3/4
838 x 446 x 730

33 x 21 x 28-3/4
838 x 533 x 730

33 x 24-1/2 x 28-3/4
838 x 622 x 730

33 x 17-1/2 x 28-3/4
838 x 446 x 730

33 x 21 x 28-3/4
838 x 533 x 730
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